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‘MONDAY, 22 OCTOBER. I worked at the Acropolis 
until sunset. I came back taking the footpath along the 
“Soulinari” ravine and reached Dimini. Luckily I had with 
me a thick staff to keep dogs away! Exhausted I reached 
Volos at night.’ 
These are the concluding words which D.R. Theocharis 
entered in his daybook describing his first day of excava-
tion at Sesklo, in the year 1956, more than fifty years ago. 
Research justly considers these excavations a turning point 
in prehistoric studies in Greece,1 since these studies are 
indeed marked by long interruptions and silences, while 
having made significant contributions to world prehis-
tory. This becomes particularly evident in the study of the 
Neolithic, which essentially started at the beginning of the 
twentieth century with the emblematic work by Christos 
Tsountas ThePrehistoricCitadelsofDiminiandSesklo,2 
only to retreat subsequently into unattractive provincial-
ism for the next fifty years or so. During this time research 
into Greek prehistory focussed on the great Bronze Age 
civilizations, starting with the Mycenaean, already known 
since the nineteenth century with Schliemann’s stunning 
discoveries, which had been nevertheless amplified by 
the systematic work of Tsountas3 and Wace,4 and later of 
Marinatos5 and Mylonas;6 but above all, it was the fascina-
tion with Minoan civilization, discovered in Knossos by 
the magisterial excavations of Sir Arthur Evans,7 which 
produced some remarkable contributions, on an interna-
tional scale.8 
In some respects, this turn towards the Bronze Age was 
only to be expected. Greek archaeology, having as a whole 
focused on civilization, found a much more appealing ref-
erence in the palatial societies of the Aegean of the Bronze 
Age and in their distinctive material culture. Architectural 
monumentality, figurative art, religious symbolism, writ-
ing, and commerce, among other things, functioned as 
points of ideological and epistemological contact with the 
great tradition of classical archaeology of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century.9 Let us remember here the dis-
cussion about the descent of Greek cultural forms, as put 
forward by classicism, and its concomitant self-prescribed 
reference to the closed universe of the Hellenic world, a 
concept challenged only recently, albeit not with much 
flair, by the BlackAthenacontroversy.10 
Similarly, the frequent references to myth and legend, 
which since antiquity had offered a substitute for an 
otherwise largely imagined pre-classical past, also point 
to the same direction, that of unmediated contact with 
the classical past. This integrationist attitude was con-
siderably strengthened when the first hypotheses on the 
Greek dimension of the Aegean prehistoric culture were 
put forward,11 only to find later confirmation in the deci-
pherment of Linear B. The archaeological evidence thus 
interpreted allowed Aegean prehistory to be integrated, 
almost seamlessly, with the constitutive ideological con-
struct of continuity and Hellenicity.12 Many latent essen-
tialist concepts were supported or even produced in that 
process, primarily concepts central to governability, in the 
Foucauldian sense of the term. Race, continuity and the 
bounded, closed ethnic entity (in this case the Hellenic) 
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are among the familiar concepts related to archaeologies 
of identity13 and we need not point out their formative 
political role in early twentieth-century Greece.14 In that 
sense, the almost complete demise of Neolithic studies, 
following Tsountas’ remarkable achievement, was to some 
extent the result of Neolithic studies’ inability to produce 
similar concepts and offer usable historical links and ideo-
logical bonds with the ‘Hellenic’. 
Undoubtedly, the complicated issues involved in asso-
ciating archaeology with the national myth require a close 
scrutiny of archaeological praxis in its variable contexts, a 
task far more complicated than I am able to present here 
within the limitations of this brief paper. My main aim, 
therefore, will be limited to juxtaposing Neolithic archae-
ology, as construed in the post-war period by D.R. Theo-
charis, to the dominant archaeological paradigm, which 
had already been formed in parallel with the emergence 
of the Greek nation-state in the nineteenth century. In 
attempting this comparison, I will refer only to Greek ar-
chaeology, without touching on the issue of its privileged 
relationship with international scholarship, which had al-
ready recognized classical antiquity as the primary condi-
tion of identity of Europe.15 Although this relationship was 
extremely significant for the formation of the discipline as 
a whole in Greece, it was apparently not as effective for the 
promotion of Neolithic studies. From the point of view 
of international scholarship, the Neolithic of Greece was 
still a peripheral issue, away from the main centre of inter-
est. For one thing, it was temporally distant from classical 
antiquity, and for that reason, unrelated to the massive ar-
chaeological projects undertaken by classical archaeologists 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. At the same 
time it was spatially distant from the Near East, where the 
central myth of origin of the Neolithic was located, namely 
that of the Neolithic Revolution. It was thus this doubly 
emphasized heterotopia in Foucault’s sense16 of the Greek 
Neolithic that decided its position in Greek scholarship.17
On the other hand, the strategy of centrality, and particu-
larly of the centrality of meaning, which imbues modern 
thought18 is quite obvious in the political role of all dimen-
sions of archaeology in Greece. Indeed, the central ideo-
logical function of archaeology in this particular historical 
context has been discussed critically by a number of percep-
tive researchers, beginning with Skopetea19 and Kalpaxis,20 
while the overall relation of archaeology with modernity 
has been analytically described by Thomas.21 As a national 
institution, archaeology has contributed, one way or an-
other, to the question of ethnic origins, by bringing to light 
material evidence that was assumed to represent the essen-
tial character of the people, creating in Gourgouris’ words 
‘a native past’.22 However, as Thomas demonstrates,23 this 
was only thanks to the typically modern assumption that 
ethnic, linguistic and political borders should by defini-
tion coincide, and that material culture, archaeologically 
reconstructed and defined, should retain a central role in 
this coincidence. To a large degree, therefore, this was to be 
the only way that prehistoric archaeology could align itself 
to some extent with the rest of archaeological practice. As 
we shall see, sharing some of the categories of nationalism 
would be the other side of the coin of this selection. 
In discussing literary modernism, Tziovas24 has pointed 
out that Greek nationalism has its own individual charac-
teristics, which stem from the particular historical trajec-
tory of state formation. Mouzelis25 has drawn a distinction 
between the nationalism developed by gradual integration 
through economic and administrative institutions and the 
nationalism developed as an ideology, before the constitu-
tion of the state, as was the case with Greece. It is no sur-
prise, therefore, that while archaeology in Greece endorsed 
in general terms a political programme of modernity, the 
specific concepts employed were a particular mixture of 
historicist preferences, enmeshed with Romantic ideas of 
Hellenicity. Even when the spirit of modernism in the 
arts took Greece by storm, intellectuals continued to be 
strongly concerned with genealogy and continuity, ex-
pressing, in Tziovas’ words, a ‘national modernism’, in the 
formative years of the inter-war period.26 Ioannis Sykou-
Fig. 1. Vladimir Milojčić and Dimitrios R. Theocharis
in ancient Demetrias, Thessaly.
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tris, an influential nationalist intellectual, defined this at-
titude very clearly in 1935. He described intellectuals in 
Greece as preserving a distinct element of ‘romantic folk-
lore’ despite their strong affinities with the cosmopolitan 
modernist trends produced under the dominance of ‘the 
mentality of the big city’.27 A generation before Ioannis 
Sykoutris, Nikolaos Politis, studying Greek folklore, had 
already given a clear precedent of the power of ‘romantic 
folklore’, in combining a strong evolutionist-anthropo-
logical view with the mandates of historical continuity.28 
This was, therefore, the intellectual context in which the 
contribution of D.R. Theocharis became significant. 
In the intervening period since the beginning of the 
twentieth century and the work of Tsountas, prehistoric 
studies throughout the world had incorporated a definite 
modernist conception. The clear distinction between ob-
ject and subject, expressed through the adoption of strict 
methodologies, particularly for excavation, but above all 
the emphasis on temporality, supported the central con-
cept that changes in past societies and cultures, as in living 
organisms, go in one direction and are non-reversible. The 
evolutionary reconstructions, dominant particularly in Brit-
ish archaeology, as expressed by Lubbock in the nineteenth 
century and most notably by Childe in the twentieth29 have 
left Greek prehistoric archaeology more or less unaffected. 
Spyridon Marinatos, professor at the University of Athens, 
a powerful figure in Greek prehistoric studies and closely 
connected to ultra-conservative political regimes, offers a 
significant example: for him the proper approach to pre-
history was closely connected to philology, directly linking 
archaeological finds to myths and legends surviving in an-
cient literary sources and Homeric poems.30 Incidentally, 
this pseudo-historical methodology, probably one of the 
last echoes of the pervasive influence of Paparrigopoulos 
on national historiography,31 implies a cultural unity that 
cuts across the distinctive traits of all periods and kinds of 
evidence. Stemming from a long tradition in the nineteenth 
century, this is an expression of the conception of the past as 
a unique and permanent Volksgeist, even though, by using 
something known to interpret something unknown ante-
rior in time, the past is basically used as a retrodictive device, 
rather than the other way around, as would normally be the 
case. It is, therefore, very characteristic of the way in which 
generalizations about the prehistoric past were attempted in 
Greece during the first half of the twentieth century. These 
were nothing less than generalizations that supported the 
central national argument and built an ethnocentric archae-
ology, not only because they were related to a particular ge-
ography, but also, because they attempted to draw meaning 
from an assumed primordial essence of Greek culture. 
Certainly, evolutionary concepts were not common-
place in some European schools of thought either. Among 
foreign archaeologists working on the Neolithic of Greece 
similar examples abound.32 All these proponents of Euro-
pean prehistoric archaeology built a past totally occupied 
by interrelated ‘cultures’, defined archaeologically with ty-
pological classifications. In a colonial context, these schol-
ars would arguably have no intention of dealing directly 
with the national identity of contemporary Greeks, yet 
they indirectly supported a well-defined and inalienable 
cultural entity, recognizable as the constant parameter of 
any comparison with similar surrounding entities-cultures. 
As was the case with the Greek prehistorians, no reference 
to evolutionary concepts was detected in these contribu-
tions, despite the fact that neo-evolutionist ideas were al-
ready emerging in international archaeology, especially in 
American archaeology of that time.33 
In fact, the conceptions of the past with which Greek 
prehistory attempted to set up a discourse compatible 
with the dominant hellenocentric paradigm represented 
a version of cultural history that followed the trends of 
central European archaeology of that time. These trends 
descended from the old idea of Herderian Romanticism, 
in which the world consisted of discrete, bounded enti-
ties, each with their own exclusive, distinctive traits. Cen-
tral European geographers of the nineteenth century had 
called these entities ‘cultures’ or ‘culture groups’,34 and 
they sought to find common ground not in a universal 
and obligatory trajectory (such as evolution or progress), 
but in a network of relations and contacts that was de-
veloped among them. It is no wonder therefore that cul-
ture-historical archaeology gave so much emphasis to the 
movement of peoples and the contacts between cultures, 
expressed by the prominence of diffusionist and migra-
tionist models employed as explanatory devices. During 
the nineteenth century this central European reading of 
the past supported anti-Enlightenment feelings, occasion-
ally expressing the dark concept of race.35 The typical ar-
chaeological analysis in that school of thought, classifying 
objects into types and categories (incidentally, a distinctly 
Enlightenment approach),36 was considered to reconstruct 
the cultural identity of the peoples of the past, bearers of 
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discrete cultures, and sometimes, as in the case of the Ary-
ans or the Indogermanen, even of races. In Greek archaeol-
ogy, the last instance of a clearly marked culture-historical 
approach was identified in the archaeological arguments 
put forward in relation to the ‘Macedonian’ issue. Aspects 
of material culture, especially of ‘high art’ were presented as 
evidence of the Greek ethnic identity of ancient Macedoni-
ans. It was one of the rare occasions when classical archae-
ology set aside the Winckelmannian absoluteness of high 
classicism, and attempted to prove something that may 
have been taken for granted in the classical lands but was 
definitely challenged politically in the margins of Macedo-
nia, namely the definition of a specific cultural identity.37 
Still, it was somewhat ironic that this last modern ‘war’ was 
again fought with nineteenth-century weapons. 
Despite the persistence in culture history, Greek archae-
ology did not stay totally unrelated to the directions of 
prehistoric archaeology outside central Europe. Strangely, 
it was a professor of Byzantine history, Spyridon Lam-
bros, who was responsible for one of the most interesting 
early theoretical texts of the nineteenth century. His paper 
published in IstorikaMeletemata in 1884 entitled ‘The re-
sults of prehistoric archaeology and the first inhabitants of 
Greece’ sets out all the ideas current in Europe at the time 
on the evolution and content of culture. The introductory 
lines of the paper are very characteristic: 
‘Five thousand and eight years before the arrival of God’s 
son on earth is the accepted date, based on the Bible, for 
the creation of the world. For many centuries science did 
not challenge this chronology, based on the immoveable 
faith of the Church. But when the really gigantic leap took 
place, as a result of which research was separated from faith 
[…] new events, new chronologies appeared as a necessary 
consequence’ (my translation).38 
Undoubtedly, such a view heralded a clear move away 
from culture history. In the ensuing text, following the 
vision of the Enlightenment almost to the letter, Lam-
bros places Greek culture in the context of a worldwide 
movement, a universal evolutionary trajectory towards 
perfection, based on reason and documented by scientific 
inquiry. References to fundamental texts, such as those 
by Tylor and Evans, support the arguments put forward. 
It was only to be expected that the dominant historicism 
of that period would not find much use for a reading of 
prehistory which essentially abolished the presumed privi-
leged position of Greek culture and civilization by turning 
it into an individual case, not important by default, merely 
an instance of the universal progress of humankind. No 
wonder, therefore, that the concepts discussed by Lam-
bros remained beyond the mainstream Greek prehistoric 
archaeology, at least until the times of D.R. Theocharis.
What are those elements, therefore, which mark the turn 
that D.R. Theocharis attempted to bring about in Greek 
prehistory? First of all, his subject, namely the Neolithic of 
Greece, a subject which, for reasons discussed above, did 
not play a part (and still, to a great extent, does not, as we 
shall see towards the end of this paper) into the national 
official discourse on antiquity. Still, the object of research 
by itself is not enough; Vladimir Milojčić, also excavating 
Neolithic sites in Thessaly in parallel with Theocharis, 
presents a good counterexample. In the introduction to 
the first comprehensive report on German investigations 
in Thessaly, he described the aim of the project as the defi-
nition of population movement between cultural groups 
from the Near East to the Balkans, placing Thessaly at the 
centre of that movement.39 For Milojčić, the significance 
of Thessaly to prehistoric research was closely connected 
to the surrounding presence of definable cultural groups. 
This approach was amply demonstrated in the subsequent 
series of volumes, produced under his direction, in which 
that network of connections was meticulously established 
through an exhaustively detailed typological examina-
tion of particular aspects of Thessalian material culture. 
In that way, Milojčić’s archaeological approach brought 
his research much closer to the mainstream archaeologi-
cal discourse, which, following a well-established tradi-
tion, perceived the past as consisting not of processes and 
evolutionary movements, but of stable and well-defined 
cultures. This was, unquestionably, pure culture history, 
nevertheless, it would be a mistake to consider its relevance 
limited simply to archaeology, and to its purposes. In real-
ity, the definition of stable entities (cultural, ethnic or even 
political) was a very effective contact point with primor-
dialism, the core concept of the national argument; pre-
history offered nothing less than evidence that bounded 
entities had existed since the earliest settled life in Greece. 
It offered, therefore, valuable legitimization, if not of the 
primordialism of the nation itself, at least of the entities 
the nation consists of. In this sense, the subject of the re-
search itself was the least significant indicator of change in 
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prehistoric studies. It was the way this subject was treated 
that was of primary importance. 
In contrast to Milojčić, who placed the culture group 
concept at the centre of his discourse, Theocharis chose 
the concept of cultural process as the main axis of his ap-
proach. In his very important book TheDawnofThes
salianPrehistory (an obvious homage to Childe and to his 
famous book TheDawnofEuropeanCivilization, and 
to the Childean concept of the Neolithic Revolution)40 
the Greek Neolithic is perceived as part of a wider and 
unified phenomenon of human evolution, well known 
from the rest of the world and especially from the Near 
East. Subsuming the specific, i.e. the Greek Neolithic, to 
the general, i.e. global history, produces an understanding 
of the phenomenon, and in this respect, the Neolithic of 
Greece represents more of an evolutionary process, than 
an autonomous cultural reality. This goal was constantly 
pursued by Theocharis by defining and describing the 
traits of this internal process towards neolithization. 
Although there is no evidence that Theocharis knew the 
1884 paper, he somehow reconnected Greek prehistoric 
archaeology with the Cartesian thread left by Lambros and 
which had not hitherto found the response it merited. We 
need not assume, however, that this was the result of his 
bibliographic diligence. Both Theocharis and Lambros 
expressed, in their own time and context, the same great 
stream of thought that we generally think stems from 
modernity.41 The obvious difference, of course, lies in the 
internal developments of the discipline, which allowed 
Theocharis to move to a deeper and more precise level. 
The perception of the landscape serves as a good example: 
as an aesthetic dimension of Hellenicity, the transcend-
ent qualities of the Greek landscape were identified by 
the early Greek Romantic vision, but equally, if not more 
strongly, by the purity of modernism.42 In the construc-
tion of this vision archaeology had always played a sig-
nificant and obvious part. For the first time, however, in 
Theocharis’ writings, the Greek landscape was presented 
as environment, as a central parameter of the neolithiza-
tion process, and by extension, of culture. 
‘Humans, of course, are the tamers of plants and animals, 
but the success of their efforts depended mainly on the 
natural environment – the second main parameter of early 
prehistory after humans. To some extent the environment 
defined the receptivity of a region for the early or late adop-
tion of the ideas of the productive revolution. The study 
of cultural traits is not enough for the reconstruction of 
these critical transitional stages; it is necessary in parallel to 
reconstruct the natural environment, and this is a task for 
specialist branches of the Natural Sciences’ (my translation, 
emphasis in the original).43 
This quote from the introduction of Dawn contains in a 
nutshell D.R. Theocharis’ central epistemic preferences. 
His main reference is to an extra-historical, universal con-
text, within which no particular historical contingency 
seems to be of major importance or have particular signifi-
cance for the reconstruction of the long-term event or proc-
ess. On the contrary, processes of domestication of plants 
and animals and stages of social evolution are paramount, 
and lead to a more or less foreseeable end. Predictably, in 
that context, the role of the sciences is underlined; they are 
seen as being part of a methodology suitable for archaeolog-
ical application. It is true that throughout the book, Theo-
charis cautiously described the limits of this methodology 
by stating the predominantly cultural dimension of the 
phenomenon.44 Still, the concept of culture as employed 
here has closer analogies to natural law, than to historical 
contingency. This may perhaps offer an explanation for his 
insistence on approaching the beginning of the Neolithic in 
Greece through the stages that had been already defined in 
the Near East, such as the so-called ‘Aceramic Neolithic’,45 
despite the fact that he was not in the least a firm believer 
in the Near Eastern origins of the Greek Neolithic.46 In 
many ways, the emphasis here is on the Neolithic being a 
canonical phenomenon, in the sense that it follows some 
preordained general rules of cultural evolution. 
Placing the Neolithic within the framework of the natu-
ral environment and the acceptance of the close relation 
between environment and culture implies a stable systemic 
conception of the past. This is more or less concurrent 
with the general trends of the archaeology of that time, but 
it would be an exaggeration to speak of Theocharis’ con-
tact with the more technical aspects of systems theory or 
of the new archaeological postulates in the sixties as such. 
There exists no clear indication of such contact, neither in 
anything published during his lifetime nor in his notes or 
the bibliographical sketches that he left behind. Neverthe-
less, the conception of phenomena as consisting of defin-
able parts, with interconnections that can be defined, ob-
served and analyzed, a central element of modernity since 
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Descartes’ times, is undoubtedly present inDawn, as well 
as in all his subsequent work.47 In all systemic approaches 
of that time, the environment was conceived of as a super-
system, in which subsystems function interconnectedly, 
an infallible characteristic of what can be called archaeo-
logical modernism in the study of culture. 
To a great extent, therefore, D.R. Theocharis should 
be credited with the introduction of that modernism to 
Greek prehistoric archaeology. His work pointed the way 
to overcoming the dead-end of culture history that sought 
simply to align prehistory with the dominant historical 
narratives of the national discourse. In this sense, it would 
be worth examining in more detail at some future date 
other revealing aspects of his work, such as his participa-
tion in international projects, the meticulous techniques 
of excavation – considered a great breakthrough in his day 
– even seemingly minor details such as the use of English 
terms in his excavation notes. They all clearly underline 
his contribution to the changing profile of Greek archaeol-
ogy, in bringing it closer to the international scene. In that 
sense, D.R. Theocharis’ work is an instance of the long 
process of modernization, of ‘Greece’s “belated” relation 
to Western post-Enlightenment institutions’,48 contribut-
ing at the level of the socio-imaginary by offering an up-
dated conception of culture itself.49 
The systems theory forms an integral part of the work of 
George Hourmouziadis, who carried on Theocharis’ work 
on the Neolithic in Thessaly in the seventies. His approach 
to the Neolithic is clearly systemic, presenting a universal 
Neolithic with little emphasis on special characteristics, 
either geographical or historical, which are still present 
in D.R. Theocharis’ work if of secondary importance. In 
one of his less well-known works, but nevertheless a very 
important one, ‘Introduction to the Neolithic Mode of 
Production’ Hourmouziadis presents the Neolithic as a 
model with universal power and application.50 In the view 
expressed in that paper, the Neolithic is constituted of in-
dependent parts, or subsystems, comprising the organiza-
tion of space, economy and ideology which function in 
conditions of systemic balance. The new conception of 
Hourmouziadis is clearly presented in the setting up of the 
famous exhibition of the Museum of Volos, with which, 
one might say, New Museology began in Greece, but also 
in his vision of Neolithic Dimini.51
Hourmouziadis’ reading of prehistory could well be the 
object of a different paper. Just as the wider conditions and 
terms of the connection of Greek prehistoric archaeology 
with Marxism, a definitive – and strong – trend in Hour-
mouziadis’ work, from 1974 onwards, might also make an 
interesting research topic.52 The difficult co-existence of 
the Marxist paradigm with the materialist neo-positivism 
of New Archaeology underlines the difficulties involved 
in such undertakings. Irrespective of these difficulties, 
however, we should perhaps now ask, in concluding this 
brief sketch of Neolithic studies in Greece, whether the 
introduction of modernism first by Theocharis and later 
by Hourmouziadis had any visible effect on the official ar-
chaeological discourse of Hellenicity. In the work of both 
scholars, though perhaps more so in Theocharis, one can 
find references to the contribution of Neolithic culture to 
the core of the Hellenic civilization, either in the function-
alist sense of the role of the particular place, or, more rarely, 
expressing an almost timeless Herderian Volksgeist.53 I 
consider these expressions, however, merely as simple at-
tempts to communicate with the established archaeological 
discourse, and by no means characteristic of the profound 
dimensions of their work. 
The acceptance on the part of established archaeology 
of the Neolithic and the accompanying modernism can be 
evaluated only from the concrete results, as documented 
in the body of Greek society. Several decades on, school 
textbooks still ignore the Neolithic period,54 while certain 
attempts to introduce an overall assessment of the signifi-
cance of the Neolithic transformation of humankind to 
the national curriculum were withdrawn in the face of a 
wave of reaction against the ‘de-hellenization’ of (our) his-
tory.55 Despite much effort since D.R. Theocharis’ time, 
Neolithic archaeology still does not offer material suitable 
for the national imaginary. The archaeological museums 
of the country, with a few notable exceptions, continue to 
underrepresent the Neolithic. It seems, therefore, that the 
aim stated by Lambros remains unfulfilled, and Greece, 
as so often in countless other instances in its recent his-
tory, is entering post-modernity fast, without having really 
absorbed the significance and the limits of the previous, 
modernist condition. This, however, could be the theme 
of another book. 
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